BUILD
Wanda SD is one of the most affordable, robust,
and cost-effective disinfecting robots on the
market. Wanda SD can be guided using a
smartphone or tablet. It uses UVC lights to
kill more than 99% of viruses and bacteria in
everything from schools and warehouses to
hotels, office buildings and airplanes.

Durable stainless
steel lamp body
construction.
Dual 50-watt UVC
bulbs allow for faster
disinfection - 200
sq. feet in just 15
minutes.
Forward facing ultrasonic sensor pings
100 times per second,
checking for objects or
people.
Standing at 42
inches (106.68 cm),
the lamp is tall
enough to sanitize
desks, countertops,
and beds.

The body is 3D
printed from an
environmentally
friendly, biodegradable
polymer material.

UV sensor verifies lamp
is on, logging hours
for lamp maintenance
and replacement.

Speaker for audible
warnings and ambient
sound to signal
operation.

360-degree Passive Infrared
A 12v, 18Ah lithium ion
Sensors (PIRs) constantly
phosphate battery
scan the surrounding area
provides three times the
for people, turning off the
power and half the weight,
lights if anyone is detected
lasting four times as long
to prevent injury.
as traditional batteries.
Powerful UVC
spotlights disinfect the
floor while traveling.

TECHNICAL
Wanda SD is a collaborative engineering feat
that was developed to protect public spaces
from viruses and bacteria.
Wanda SD features lamps on top and
underneath the vehicle that emit 253.7 nm
Ultraviolet-C (UVC) light that kills 99.9% of
pathogens in the air and on surfaces, including
two coronaviruses similar to COVID-19: SARSCoV-1 and MERS-CoV, according to the IUVA.

OVERVIEW

FEATURES

Wanda SD is an affordable disinfecting robot
that can protect public spaces from dangerous
germs and viruses. It can be guided into a space
via a smart device.
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Wanda uses UVC lights to disinfect everything
from plants and warehouses to hotels, office
buildings and airplanes. Wanda features a 42inch light tower with dual 50-Watt UVC lights
and floor spotlights that kill 99 percent of
harmful pathogens.

Sitting on a base of 17” x 17” with a height of
42” allows Wanda to easily move between
rooms of residential, commercial, and industrial
buildings, The UVC lights operates at 253.7 nm
to break down the DNA or RNA of dangerous
viruses and bacteria found in water, surfaces
and air. Wanda SD sanitizes an approximate
200 square foot area in just 15 minutes. Lights
underneath the vehicle are used to disinfect
the floor, while the light towers cover tables and
other surfaces.
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99.9% Kill rate for pathogens
Made in USA and 3D Printed
Auto UVC light shutoff
Perimeter monitoring with PIR
Secondary perimeter monitoring
with ultrasound
UVC 42” high tower gets to most
working surfaces
UVC spotlights for floor cleaning
Sanitizing completed text message
Extensive logs for task validation

Because exposure to UVC light is dangerous to
eyes and skin, Wanda SD can be controlled from
another room using nearly any smart device. It
is also equipped with perimeter monitoring and
ultrasonic sensors that detect when someone
enters an area and automatically turns off the
lights.
Wanda SD sends a text message when
disinfection of an area is complete and keeps
a running log of where and when all tasks were
finished for verification.
At just 42” tall with a 17”x17” base, Wanda SD
is versatile enough to navigate through tight
spaces such as hotel rooms, airplanes and
offices.
An individual Wanda SD can cover up to 7,200
sq. feet over a 12-hour period before returning
to its charging base.

Separate UVC lamp on/off monitor
+1 Day operations with single charge
EZ charging of the unit
Long lamp life
Messaging system
iOS and Android apps for controlling
and managing Wanada SD

Wanda SD costs $5,000 and can
be purchased online at
Resgreenint.com.

